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Introduction
We prove in this paper a characterization of the functions from K1 to K1 which are bounded by recursive dilators. The proof involves only elementary combinatorial constructions of trees, more or less standard in descriptive set theory. Corollaries of this result include the Girard Boundedness Theorem, van de Wiele's Theorem, Girard's Theorem on bounds in inductive definability and several new facts. A generalization to ptykes is also given.
The main theorem
Let R = o" be the set of reals. For w E R let cw = {(m, n) E cu x 0: w((m, ?I)) = O} and let WO = {w E R : <,,, is a well-ordering}.
For w E WO, Iw( = I<,,,l, so that K1 = (1~1: w E WO}. Definition 1. Let f be a partial function from rC1 into K1. We call f &bounded if (i) There is a 2; predicate DOM(x) such that for w E WO:
DOM(w) e ]w] E dam(f).
(ii) There is a 2: predicate R(.x, y, z) such that if we let R, = {(y, z): R(x, y, z)} c Iw2 then: w E WO A DOM(w) 3 R, is well-founded A lRw] >f(]wl).
Our references for the theory of dilators are [l] and [2] . We have now the main theorem: Proof. One can give a proof using the ideas in Ressayre's paper [8] , but we prefer to give an elementary combinatorial proof which also avoids the Harrington trick of using the Godel fixed point lemma.
First we switch to a more convenient system of codes for infinite countable ordinals. 'Let q,,, ql, . . . be a l-l primitive recursive enumeration of the rationals. Fix now a primitive recursive tree To on w X w such that DOM*(x) e 3x' E R Vn [(x/n, x'ln) E T,].
We will need the following well known lemma:
There is a primitive recursive tree TI on o x o such that for each x E II3 if we let T,(x) = {s E w? (x/length(s), s) E T,} we have R* is well-founded j T,(x) is well-founded A IT(x)1 L ]R:].
(For completeness we give a proof of the lemma in the Appendix.)
We define now the dilator D: We call a triple (s, t, u), where s, t, u E mco, good if l length(s) = length(t) = length(u),
Let (s, t, u) be the code number of such a triple. In particular (s, t, u) > length(s). For each well-ordering w we will define D(w) as follows. are there to guarantee that our functor preserves pullbacks. Define now the following ordering on D(w). For a = ((s, t, u), a), a' = ((s', t', u'), IV) as above a <o(wj a' e [(s, t, u, G/length(s)) is Kleene-Brouwer
A fi is lexicographically less than #I.
We claim now that this is a well-ordering. If not, let ao, a,, . . . be an infinite descending chain, where a, = ((s,, t,,, u,), tin). Then (r,, t,, u,, RJlength(s,)) is nondecreasing in the Kleene-Brouwer ordering. Case 1. For some No all (s,, t,, u,, PJlength(s,)) are equal for all n 3 No. Then for n L No, Gn provides a lexicographically infinite descending chain of sequences from w of fixed length, which is absurd. Case 2. There is a subsequence {(snti), t"(i), U,(i), ti,,&ength(s,(i~)} strictly decreasing in the Kleene-Brouwer ordering. Then by the usual argument
U,(i)* z and @,&length(s,(i))+ @ = ($0, @I, . . .) E oO. Since (s,(i), t,(i)) E To we have (x, x') E [To], SO D*(X) holds. Since (S,(i), U,(i)) E Tl we also have (x, z) E [T'], so T'(X) is not well-founded. If we can show that x E WO*, then we must have that R,* is well-founded and we have a contradiction. To see that x E WO* we embed <,* in w: Consider the map i H Gi. We claim that i<:j + Gi<tij.
Indeed fix n such that i, j < n, i $,,, j, and i cSnC,) j for some large enough t so that s&n = x/n and also (co,,, . . . , ~~length~sw~,~~_-l) = @,,'n(,j/length(s,(,j). Since i cSnc,) j j +V,&i) < #&j) we are done. For that we will embed T,(w) into D ( LX). Since 1 w I * = a fix p : o + a order preserving when o is equipped with <z. So p In : n + a is order preserving when n is equipped with < W/n* Fix also x' such that (w, x') E [T,]. We define now the embedding e: T'(w)-,D(cY).
Fix u E Z"(w) with length(u) = n. Thus (w/n, u) E Ti. Also (w/n, xl/n) E I". Thus (w/n, x'/n, u) is good. Let 4 =p/(w/n, xl/n, u). Then ((w/n, x)/n, u), q) E dom(D(a)).
Put e(u) = ((w/n, Y/n, u), 4). We check now that e is order preserving. Say u, U' E T,(w) and U' properly extends U, with length(u') = m > n. Then e(u') = ((w/m, x'lm, U'), pl(wlm, x'lm, u')).
To see that e(u') is less than e(u) in CoCrr) just notice that (w/m, x', u', p/m) is Kleene-Brouwer less than (w/n, x'ln, u, p/n), being a proper extension. Cl
Immediate consequences
The following characterization follows from the theorem. The 'boldface' version of these results is as follows. We note that if the axiom of determinacy (AD) holds, every f :K1+ X1 is Ej-bounded, thus bounded by a countable dilator.
For the next result we view countable dilators as coded in some canonical fashion by reals, and denote by DZL the set of codes of countable dilators. The set of reals DZL is complete II: and is the analogue for fli of WO for l?:. A countable dilator is primitive recursive, recursive, etc. if it has a primitive recursive, recursive, etc. code. The 'Strong Boundedness Theorem' the preceding terminology alludes to, states the following: If A c DZL, A E J$, then there is primitive recursive dilator D,, such that every D E A can be embedded in Do (i.e., for every D E A there is a natural transformation T: D + Do). This result due to Kechris and Woodin, is proved in [5] .
On some theorems of Girard, Ressayre, and van de Wiele
We show here how certain results of these authors can be derived as consequences of the main theorem. Finally put DOM(w) @D'(p(w)). Then DOME Z: and for w E WO, DOM(w) e IwI E [a; cr+) ($11~1 E dam(g). Now let   Q'(x, Y) e D'(x) A 3ao, a E dom(<,)[(A,,, <,/A,,) For z E C, let n(z) be the Mostowski collapse of (dom(<,), <,). Thus HC = {n(z): z E C}. Let also C, = {z E C: rk(rc(z)) < cu}.
Then C, E A:(w). Moreover since y(n(z)) < wf we have Vz E c, 38 < of (p = y(Jr(z))).
But the relation "/I = y(~d(z))" is Z7: in z and a code of /I, so by a standard boundedness argument we have that sup{y(~t(z)): z E C,} < Xi, and we are done since {n(z): z E C,} = {x E HC: rk(x) < a}. Cl
Now as in the proof of Corollary 5 we can find a 2; predicate Q(x, y) such that if w E WO, then Proof. Let m<neLLqQ(m,n),
Q<w, Y) e Y E WO A 32 [z E C,,, A IYI = Y(JG(z)
)
VE&.
For a<Kr let m<(")neLL,k q(m, n). Then &) s <, so <(my) is well-founded. Also <"o = <. Put f(a) = <cm).
It is enough to show that f is Et-bounded. For that note that for w E WO, the relation "L,,, k q(m, n)", is A:, so let R be 2: such that for w E WO: R(w, s, t) e s, t E wCo A if s = (so, . . . , s,,_~), t = (to, . 
Description of the uniform indiscernibles in terms of the countable dilators
Let us point out first a corollary of the method of proof of the main theorem. For the proof, first notice that it is enough to work with < in ZZ: and then use the Shoenfield tree for < and the Kunen-Martin tree construction (see, e.g., [3] , PI)* In connection with this result and Corollary 4 we have raised the following question in a preliminary version of this paper: If A G DZL and A is E:, is { D(K,): D E A} countable? This was answered negatively in [7] .
We can use Corollary 9 to define a class of ordinals in terms of the countable dilators, which if Vx E [w (x" exists) defines exactly the uniform indiscernibles, but since it is definable in ZF alone makes sense in any model of set theory. Proof. By induction on n. It is clear for n = 1. Assume it is true now for n. We will prove it for n + 1. f(d) = (c, crf, . . , a$ g(d) Then the analog of the main theorem goes through. So we also get the analog of Corollary 4 as well. Here is also another corollary. as above let u xS U' e n > m A Vi < m (sip ti, ui properly extend s;, tf, U: respectively). Now define the tree q on w X o by (s, t) E TI e length(s) = length(t) = m A Vi < Iz (to >sji t, >s,i * . * >s,i ti_l), where t = (to, . . . , t,,_l).
Claim 4. R: is well-founded + c(x) is well-founded.
Otherwise let (ao, a,, . . .) be an infinite descending chain through T,(x). Thus for each n, a, >X,,, a, >x,n . . * >x,n t~,_~. Y,-I) ). Then T* is well-founded and I T* 12 IRZI. We embed T* into T,(x) as follows: For each y, z with Rf(y, z) let v,,, be the leftmost branch of the tree G(x, y, z).
